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Roman
Baroque

Labics builds public space on the 
eternal ci!’s edge.
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‘We anchored by his terraced 1929 Casa del Sole,
or House of the Sun. $ey call their project
the Ci%à del Sole, or Ci& of the Sun, and have
worked hard to align its parts with the massing
and entryways of the neighbouring buildings,
while offering a buffer to the con(sion of
roads, bus parking and mixed commercial and
residential structures to their south and east.
‘We try to bring order to these spaces,’ explains
Clemente, ‘which is why we suppressed the
details of each building behind vertical blinds
and struts. It is not about the building, it is
about making a piece of the ci&.’

$e project started when ATAC,
Rome’s municipal transport system, decided
to redevelop a bus shed and yard near the new
high-speed train station of Tiburtina. $ey
issued a design/build challenge to developers
and architects. Labics won the commission
with Parsitalia, but their partner turned
around and sold its interest to the American
developer Hines Properties, who in turn sold
it to the local firm Investere before the project
was finished. Labics had to navigate these
various ownerships while protecting what they
thought was the most important aspect of their
design, according to Isidori: ‘$e public space;
most developers try to minimize that bit by bit
to get more developable space. Luckily, we had 

wanted to work in a modern version of the
Roman Baroque,’ says Francesco Isidori of the
mixed-use project he and his business partner,
Maria Claudia Clemente, just finished on the
edge of that ci&; ‘I don’t mean in terms of s&le,
but in how it shapes the public outdoor space,
how that shaping comes first and the building
second.’ Even the cantilevers and gravi&-
de)ing leaps the complex’s structures make are
meant, he says, to ‘draw you in, to connect to
what is there, to define the outdoor space’.

Isidori and Clementi, whose firm is
called Labics, had the advantage of working
close to a social housing project designed in
the 1930s by Innocenzo Sabbatini, then head
of Rome’s Public Housing Authori&, which is 

the ci& on our side, they set the minimum and
stuck with that demand.’

Labics broke the 17,300-m2 programme
apart into five buildings. Two are commercial
plinths, separated by a walkway that
leads from the main road of Via della Lega
Lombarda to the south to the location in the
rear along Via Arduino where a staircase leads
up from the street to the series of Sabbatini’s
semi-public cour&ards on a hill to the north
that Labics wanted to extend into their
project. $e stores continue into the alleyway
they designed to line up with that staircase,
bringing commercial life into the project’s
core. On top of the western part of this base,
they designed an L-shaped office building. It
comes down to the ground next to Via della
Lega Lombarda, and then bridges a public
plaza, which can be reached via broad stairs
on top of the shops. A two-storey bar of offices
extends (rther to the west, cantilevering over
the site’s tip to echo the cantilevered shed roof
over the existing ATAC bus bar, which will
be preserved and turned into a restaurant (it
is currently used to house and preserve the
archaeological remains that were inevitably
found during the project’s construction).

On top of the easternmost plinth a
two-storey apartment building balances on → 
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‘It is not about the building, it is
about making a piece of the ci!’

Opposite !e project is articulated over different levels, with
commercial activities and a public library at ground level,
offices on the first floor and public spaces on top of those. !ree
buildings are suspended above this public area – one containing 
more offices and the other two for residential use.

Below A nearby pedestrian route is extended into the project.
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A two-storey bar of offices cantilevers
over the site’s tip to echo the shed roof
over the existing ATAC bus bar, which
will be preserved and turned into a 
restaurant.
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slender columns. !is contains eight duplex
apartments, ‘completely autonomous, like
townhomes’, according to Isidori. !ey have
their own entrances and roof terraces, all
hiding behind glass and metal louvers so that
the whole appears to be a mass. Finally, a nine-
storey apartment block, which Labics split in
the middle to both reveal its core and break up
its mass, contains 70 smaller apartments, each
with its own lo$ia. Part of this block balances
on columns that interrupt the second public
staircase, leading from the park area in front
of the train station to the public areas on top of
the plinth.

Labics clad the complex in skins that
‘emphasize mass, rather than use’, as Clemente
says, though you can understand the different
parts of the complex through the variations.
!e commercial base above and around the
storefronts is obscured by closely spaced
vertical metal slats. !e office building hides
its windows behind vertical louvers with
horizontal slats. !e main apartment building
is a porous block of balconies behind a metal
grid. !e smaller apartment block, finally,
shields its homes behind a combination of
horizontal slats and vertical metal members.

‘It was important for us that you can’t really see
the individual elements,’ says Isidori; ‘we don’t
want you to recognize what is social and what
is market housing, what is offices and what is
the back. We want to express the volumes as a
backdrop and shaper of the public spaces on the
street and on the terraces we made.’ !ey see
their raised plazas as offering a level in-between
the con'sion of the commercial area to the
south and the more park-like cour(ards above
them and to the north.

!ere is no doubt that the Ci)à del Sole
is success'l as a contribution to Rome’s public
space. It is one of those rare modern structures
that looks as if it has always been on the site, so
well do its forms echo, respond to and complete
the buildings and open spaces all around it.
!at does not mean the design is recessive.
!e abstraction of the volumes, along with the
li*ing, pushing, pulling and cantilevering of the
blocks, creates continuing changing vistas and
a composition of forms takes the implosion of
the site and explodes it back out into a play of
forms in the Roman light.

What concerns both Labics and this
reviewer is those public spaces. While the
large apartment block and half of the offices 

are now filled, and some stores and other
commercial uses are venturing onto the site (a
dentist occupies a suite on the ground floor),
much of the commercial space and most of
the townhomes sit emp(. !e raised plazas,
moreover, are bare, which one assumes is all
the developer would like them to be. ‘Yes, I
am worried,’ says Clemente, ‘but it is a larger
concern. Everywhere in Rome – and the
world – there is this fear of public space and
what might happen there, and there is this
urge to close it off. !ey even want to close off
the Trevi Fountain. I’m afraid that they will
barricade the upper plazas, but I hope the ci(
will fight. !e public dimension of the ci( is
under pressure and we must fight back.’

With the Ci)à del Sole, Labics certainly
has made a contribution to Rome’s public
space and life. It is especially important that
the architects have done so at the frayed edge
where that common area needs most support.
!at they have done so with buildings that
build beau( out of a combination of urban
expression and detailed restraint makes their 
contribution all the more impressive. _
labics.it

‘We don’t want you to recognize what
is social and what is market housing’

Right !e highest element of the complex is
a tower containing 70 small and medium-
sized apartments, partially enclosed with a 
horizontal glass brise-soleil.

Opposite Labics clad the complex in skins
that emphasize mass, rather than use.
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Axonometric

01 Via della Lega Lombarda
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